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aspects

happiness is not having what you want, 
but wanting what you have
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It’s not just the appearance
and value of your property
that will be enhanced by a
beautifully engineered and
crafted conservatory – a
stunning new room with
space to express yourself
will add an exciting new
dimension to your lifestyle.

You will wonder why you
waited so long!



dreams are the touchstones of our character
Henry David Thoreau
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there are those who look at things 
the way they are, and ask why....

I dream of things that never were, and ask why not 
Robert F.Kennedy.
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This is the perfect chance to
unleash your creative powers, to
unfold your dreams and watch
while they become a beautiful new
reality. A touch of vision and a dash
of originality means you can 
re-invent the whole house. 

This special space is now yours –
you have made it!
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there is nothing that makes its way 
more directly to the soul than beauty
Joseph Addison 
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imagination is more important than knowledge
Albert Einstein

design
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complete-ly
perfect
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The Shield Conservatory is
complete – in every sense of
the word.  Every component
in your new conservatory has

been formed from colour
matched materials.  
Reassuringly colour consistent
from sill to finial.    

To provide a complete and tidy
finish to any valley gutter, a
‘clip on’ extrusion has been
designed.  This new profile
incorporates side wings that
cloak the edges of the glazing
bars and polycarbonate in the
valley.  A bespoke valley end
cap totally conceals the lower
end of the valley system, and 
is chamfered to match the 
end caps.

For that finishing touch, all
end caps have a chamfer
o n  t h e  v i s i b l e  f a c e  t o
create a more substantial
appearance.  

Even the polycarbonate
closure profile has been
designed to co-ordinate
perfectly with the glazing bar
top cap. 



"I wanted a pure white conservatory
not a black and white striped
conservatory"

The only guarantee of a pure white
conservatory is a Shield Conservatory.
The carefully considered gasket seals
perform inside the glazing bars, hidden
from view.

ideas won’t keep, 
something must be done about them
Alfred North Whitehead
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One of the most visually
encapsulating aspects of a
conservatory is the cresting.

The uniquely sculptured
Shield Cresting not only
beautifies your home but
also provides performance
longevity.  The interlocking
PVCu sections incorporate
an interlock that ensures
once connected it retains a
perfect line.  Even the
interlock is shaped as a
water shroud! 

The Shield Finial fastens
directly into the ridge top
cap, not through it.  At no
point along the pinnacle of
your Shield Conservatory is
there a hole for water to
penetrate through to the
inside of your new room.

seamless



The identical degree of bevel features
throughout a Shield Conservatory.  Not only
does the 50 degree bevel and the unique
Shield feature line sculpt the walls of your
conservatory, but it is complemented
throughout the roofing detail.

sometimes perfection is to be unnoticed 

perfect
sightlines
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nothing great was achieved without enthusiasm
Ralph Waldo Emerson 

performance
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Once again not only
making the installation
easier and quicker,
but more importantly
allowing you the
invaluable peace of
mind that your roof
cannot be unbolted
from outside. 

Why Conservatories
have not always been
built this way we don’t
know, but we do
know the way they will
be built in future!

When the designers
created the blueprints
for the Sh ie ld
Conservatory, one of
the initial objectives
was to produce a
secure Conservatory
that could be bolted
from inside the
building, not outside!
Th i s pre-requisite
a l so enab led the
application of a large
M8 bolt.  

internal 
security
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44

aluminium woodgrain 
top cappings
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the best way to predict the future is to invent it
Alan Kay

the 
revolutionary
turnbuckle

Antiquated methods of
screwing the roof on top of
windows and doors are
dismissed with a Shield
Conservatory.  Because the
Shield Conservatory is a
Conservatory and not a roof,
there is no compromise.

Eaves beam details are
produced to house a unique
and precision formed
turnbuckle mechanism.  This
not only speeds the
installation but carefully and
securely knits the building
together, seamlessly.  

Dark colours absorb more
heat than light colours.
Simple laws of physics such
as this have to be considered
at the design stage of any
product.  

All Shield external cappings
with woodgrain finishes are
foiled onto powder coated
aluminium.  So when your
conservatory is subjected to
direct sunlight it does not
warp and distort, which risks
the structural integrity and
weather fastness.
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a wise man will make more opportunity than he finds
47

boxing cleveras simple as abc

Many conservatory roof designers
dismiss guttering as 'something for
gutter producers to worry about'. 
Of course Shield is not a 
conservatory roof, it is a COMPLETE
CONSERVATORY, so a choice of two
guttering systems have been designed
to complement the style of your new
room.  Our guttering systems are
designed exclusively for the
conservatory, as opposed to using
proprietory housing gutters. The
sculptured Shield ‘swing fit’ option has
an extruded fixing hook that eliminates

the need for unsightly, less efficient
gutter brackets that have to be located
at centres around the conservatory, and
can produce a sagging effect after time.
This gutter is fixed along its entire length 
and will not sag.

Additionally, we took this opportunity to
cloak off the area between 
the eaves beam and conservatory wall.
This cohesive, colour matched blend
can never be achieved with alternative
roof-on-windows products.

Many conservatories require structural
box gutter components.

Achieving structural integrity with a
product that has to hold a conservatory
together, and reduce condensation is
tricky.  Shield has re-written the rule
book for box gutters using a clever twin-
skin design. Producing a stronger
product it also creates an air gap that
virtually eliminates the risk of
condensation.

Simple ideas are often the most
effective.  Shield incorporates a fixing
plate designed to ensure that all Shield
box gutters are installed quickly and
securely. The fixing plate also eliminates
the occurrence of weak or inadequate
fixings. With most systems there is an
inherent difficulty in trying to apply a bolt
in tight areas - once again Shield
improves the structural stability of the
conservatory and ensures it is securely
integrated with the house.
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Success will not lower its standards to us.  
We must raise our standard to success
Rev. Randall R.McBride, Jr

Established conservatory
installers have to look twice
on first seeing a Shield
Conservatory.  They are
accustomed to seeing
holes.

While creating a conservatory
that securely bolts from the
inside, we took the opportunity
to eliminate holes through the
glazing bars. It has become
customary to accept at least 4
holes per rafter, but with Shield 
there are none.

The captive bolt mechanism
located at the base of the
rafter also abolishes the risk of
water penetration through
‘fixing holes’.

Even the simple clip and 
spring fit mechanism with 
jack rafters works without the
need for holes in the roof of
your new room.

All gauges of Shield Glazing
Rafters have been designed
to the same overall
dimension.  Allowing for
seamless cross utilisation
within the same building,

Shield’s built-in versatility
helps transform your dreams
into reality.

No two conservatories are exactly the same.  So
the Shield Conservatory portfolio comprises of
three alternative ridge details.  The popular fixed
25˚ ridge, sub 25˚, and even a detail to allow
ridges of up to 35˚.

Each of these designs house three seals against
the elements.  Seals that remain entirely
uncompromised in whichever pitch, glazing
thickness, or design you choose.

steep

standard

shallow
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Windows manufactured from profile supplied by Synseal Extrusions Ltd are kitemarked to BS7413 and BS7950/7413
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Technical Data

Name: Shield; 3mm system for windows and doors.

Grade Reference: SYN10 White 01.

Material: Acrylic modified high quality impact resistant, white unplasticised 
Polyvinyl Chloride extrusion to produce a rigid multichamber extrusion.

Physical Properties: Comply with BS 7413: 2002 Table 1.
Colours: White, Mahogany, Light Oak and Cherry.
Appearance: Smooth, white, non-porous gloss surface.
Surface Finish: Stabilised against UV light to prevent excessive colour shift. 

Meets requirements of BS 7413: 2002 when used in the UK.
Corner Welding: Homogeneously welded.  Retains 70% of the profiles tensile strength. Weld not 

to fracture below 20mpa: BS 7413 clause 5.8.
Window System: Subject to manufacture in accordance with the Synseal Technical Manual 

recommendations, the casement window system will conform to the 
requirements of the standard (BS7412).
In addition, a GGF standard window manufactured from SHIELD profiles, 
in accordance with the Synseal Technical manual, using low-e glass in the unit, 
achieves a U-value of 1.8 wm-2K-1 when hot-box tested by the British Board of Agrément.

Physical Properties of PVC-U Type A Material
Grade Ref: SYN10 White 01

Sound Installation: 30 dB minimum.

Thermal Conductivity
at 20 deg C: Typical test value 0.16 W/M deg C.   PVC-U has a low thermal 

conductivity, and is virtually constant over a wide temperature range.
Fire Classification/
Performance: PVC-U is a difficult material to burn which decreases the likelihood and 

development of fire “When exposed to a flame, PVC-U carbonises without 
burning or producing droplets, and it has been established that Synseal profiles 
can be used to achieve a Class 1 surface spread of flame rating to BS476: Part 7.”

Heat Reversion: To BS 7413 clause 5.5 (Test method: 1 Hr at 100 deg C).
When tested in accordance with Annex F, the mean maximum reversion value 
for individual samples shall not be greater than 2% for profiles and 3% for glazing beads.

Heat Ageing: To BS 7413 clause 5.7 (Test method: 30 mins. at 5 deg C).
When tested in accordance with Appendix H, the profile shall show no bubbles, 
cracks or de-lamination.

Resistance of Impact
at Low Temperature: To BS 7413 clause 5.6 (Test method ikg from 1.5m at -10 deg C).

When mainframe, casement and sash profiles are tested in accordance 
with appendix G, no sample shall exhibit cracking through the entire wall 
thickness of the profiles on either face.

Heat Resistance /
Softening Point: To BS 7413. When tested to BS EN ISO 306 (BS2782-1: Method 120B)

Minimum vicat 5kg softening point: 75 deg C. Typical result 82 deg C. 
This is well above the requirements of the UK and German specifications.

Apparent Modules
of Elasticity: To BS 7413. Minimum requirement 2250 MPa value, when tested to BS EN ISO 178 

(BS2782-3: Method 335A). Typical result 2350mpa.
Co Efficient of
Thermal Expansion: Allowances for changes in dimensions are required that occur when the temperature 

varies. The co-efficient of linear expansion for PVC-U is 6 x 10-5 per ºC. 
It is about half that of many other thermoplastics.

Profile Properties: Clause 5 of BS 7413:2002

Retention of Impact
Strength After
Artificial Ageing: To BS 7413: 2002. Minimum 70% of original value specified when tested to Annex C.

Colour Fastness: Table 1 of BS 7413. Specified 3/4 maximum on the grey scale.
Typical result 4/5 when tested to Annex A.

Bulk Density of
Powder Blend: Typical test value 0.63 - 0.64. Minimum requirement: Non specified.
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The map shows wind speeds
across the UK in metres per
second.  The effect that wind
has on a roof is in direct
contrast to the effect that
snow has.  As wind blows
across the roof an area of
pressure builds up inside
whilst low pressure
accumulates outside.  This
creates an uplifting effect or
a negative force.

Category

ONE
Open country with no

obstructions eg. coastal fringes 
Category

TWO
Open country with

scattered wind breaks

Category

THREE
Country with many wind breaks:

Small towns, outskirts of large cities.
Category

FOUR
Surface with large and frequent
obstructions eg. city centres.

Snow load

0.6kn/m2

0.8kn/m2

In some cases the wind load will become the dominant loadcase over snow load.
Below are four wind exposure categories.

If your proposed site is 0.8kn/m2 or the wind speed is above 50m/s then read the
descriptions below.  If Category One describes most accurately your site
conditions or the site altitude is greater than 100m then it will be necessary to take
further advice.
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UK Wind Speed/
Snow Load Map

BS7413
KM 30983

BS7950/7413
KM 41324FM 31451



the greatest power that a person possesses 
is the power to choose

choices
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clear opal

bronze arctic pearl

bronze/opal
(internal view)

bronze/opal
(external view)

glass roofs also available

mahogany

light oak

cherry

The swatches on these pages should be used as a guide and are as accurate as our printing process allows.

All of these wood foil profiles are available
on both the inside and outside of the
building.  Or to complement the style of
your home, combinations of these colours
with white are also available.
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designed to
complement
your home



the future belongs to those who 
believe in the beauty of their dreams
Eleanor Roosevelt
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All the information in this book is provided for guidance only and is given in good faith, 
but without warranty or guarantee of any kind, whether implied or expressed. 

Our policy is to continually improve products, therefore methods, materials and changes of specification 
may be made from time to time without prior notice.

We would like to thank our customers who very kindly gave us permission to photograph their homes. £20




